SEATTLE FESTIVAL

OF

DANCE IMPROVISATION

MONDAY, JUL 31

SCHEDULE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE

WEDNESDAY, AUG 2

TUESDAY, AUG 1

SUNDAY JULY 30 REGISTRATION 6-7pm at Velocity // OPENING CIRCLE 7pm in Founders // OPENING JAM 8-10pm in Founders
SUNDAY AUG 6
CLOSING JAM 10am-1pm in Founders // CLOSING CIRCLE 1pm in Founders // POTLUCK 2:30pm at Cal Anderson Park

THURSDAY, AUG 3

Century

MORNING SOMATIC INTENSIVE (no drop-ins)

Kawasaki Founders

Honest Reactions to Imaginary Situations /
RAJA FEATHER KELLY

Steward

9:00-11:00 am

7:30 - 8:30am CONTEMPLATIVE DANCE PRACTICES (CDP) Kawasaki

MORNING OFF SITE INTENSIVE (no drop-ins)

MORNING SOMATIC INTENSIVE (no drop-ins) The felt experience / JOE GOODE
Void And The Emergence Of Forms /
ANDREW MARCUS

Together we will explore a performance practice
rooted in deep feeling and awareness.

Causing It Only A Little / KAREN NELSON

Get In and Get Out / ANGIE HAUSER

Refresh felt experience of gravity in ordinary
movement. In solo + partnership, attend to falling,
momentum, and reflex of balance. Play with a larger,
expanded relationship between ourselves and earth.
Open to all.

In this class we will practice CI. Our focus will be on
improvising while maintaining touch with another
person: dancing together.
We will dance with
questions of endurance, duration, curiosity, fear,
social dynamics, leading and following.

Time is an ally / KRIS WHEELER

Dancing Embodiment /
HARUKO CROW NISHIMURA

Physical and verbal conversations on pop-culture and
the human condition.

Contact as an Act of Resistance / ANYA CLOUD
We’ll set boundaries, take risks, and sweat to
increase our aesthetic and sensorial range.
Responsive resistance offers inquiry, transgression,
and generosity within our dancing. We’ll cultivate
radical aliveness in extreme and surprising ways.

spiral / slide / slough / ride / MIKE HODAPP

BODY = teacher / dancer witch / HILARY CLARK

We’ll explore the floorwork technique that undergirds
our CI dancing. We’ll utilize spirals, slides, and
extension to more effortlessly share weight into and
out of the ground. Open to all.

Through improvisations and proposed structures, we
will consider the choices we make in dancing. Let’s
interrogate our known methods for moving and making
while we look to memory, vulnerability and rebellion.

who’s (NOT) here? what’s (NOT) happening? /
JOHN DIXON
We’ll play with the switch between the known and
unknown to lose ourselves in the fluctuations of
identity, desire, connection, confusion and the
oscillating energies in the space between us.

11:30 am - 1:45 pm

Take time while performing improvisation.
Use
time to deepen your felt and aesthetic grasp of the
moment. Kris will draw on Skinner Releasing and
other attentional practices to playfully support solos,
duets and group dances.

DAY OF REST +
PERFORMANCES

Century: The Felt Experience / JOE GOODE

Together we will explore a performance practice rooted in deep feeling and awareness. Dive into the lush territory of
embodied action. Each practice session begins with a deep acknowledgement of where the body is, and then slowly
moves into some improvisation and simple steps toward “making.”
Founders: Poetics of Contact / ANGIE HAUSER
This is a workshop for dancers who are committed to expanding their understanding and practice of Contact
Improvisation. Our focus will be to deepen our physical skills while linking perceptual awareness with a poetic
imagination. This class combines highly energized physical practices with detailed awareness work that is informed by
Hauser’s years of research into the form of contact improvisation, contemporary dance forms, and the imagination.
Moving together with proposed structures, writing, discussion, and observation, we will uncover our default habits and
references in an aim to expand our options of how we generate and locate ourselves in action.

Founders Century

Through Movement® (slow, subtle and profound
guided movement explorations), with some gentle
hands-on support from partners, to bring ourselves
to deep rest, full imagination and potent action.

Enter into contact improvisations that are true
to the dance at hand, and practice formal forms
learned from Peter Bingham/EDAM and Steve
Paxton (Material for the Spine).

Kawasaki: dance witchery / HILARY CLARK

Kawasaki

Feldenkrais for the Dancing Imagination /
SHERI COHEN We’ll mix Feldenkrais® Awareness

Early ideas, formal forms, creative Contact
Improvisation / ANNE COOPER

The Poetics of Resistance / TAISHA PAGGETT
How do people of color and bodies on the margins endure in these times? This intensive employs improvisation, in and out of contact, as a strategy
for reconceptualizing ideas of resistance.

except WED + THURS
(no drop-ins)

3:15 - 5:15 pm

SATURDAY, AUG 5

Void And The Emergence Of Forms / ANDREW MARCUS
We introduce a practice of contact with the felt senses, their interaction and combination in response to objects of perception. Emergent structural
differentiation and spatial/temporal relations prioritize the transitional, or the between state—often identified by that which it is not. Therein we lay the
ground of the intersubjective field, toward actions in worlds.

MID-DAY
INTENSIVES

EVENING EVENTS

FRIDAY, AUG 4

7:30 - 8:30am CONTEMPLATIVE DANCE PRACTICES (CDP) Kawasaki

It is just the beginning, and it may last forever /
ALICE GOSTI

Honest Reactions to Imaginary Situations /
RAJA FEATHER KELLY

We will investigate durational performance, asking:
How long does it go? What if it lasts forever? Using
improvisational scores and task-based movement
we’ll challenge time as we know it.

Physical and verbal conversations on pop-culture and
the human condition.

Oops, You Dropped Something: Stories in CI /
KATHERINE COOK

Diversity in Dancing: Start Where You Are /
DIVERSE DIVINERS (class until 6pm)

We’ll use CI to tell our deeply human stories: of anger,
sorrow, joy, confusion, frustration, delight, or despair.
We’ll explore how the physicality of CI can claim
these wild territories as part of our experience.

Calling all movers of diverse identity, ability +
humanity to explore, share and enjoy their unique
embodied connection and current expression. The
class includes deepening into sensing, perception,
creation, composition + communication.

11:30 am - 5:15 pm
(no drop-ins)

Dancing With The Bodies That We Have / ANYA CLOUD
We will tackle and question what is fundamental to Contact Improvisation. We will cultivate our
Contact Bodies through practical and intangible approaches. And notice what becomes possible.
This intensive is open and available for every body.

7-11pm /
Jam and Open Space
Founders + Kawasaki +
Steward

7-11pm /
Jam and Open Space
Founders + Kawasaki + Steward

REGISTRATION + INFO >> VELOCITYDANCECENTER.ORG/SFDI
VELOCITY DANCE CENTER // 1621 12TH AVE // 206.325.8773
CENTURY BALLROOM // 915 E PINE ST (2ND FLOOR)
ERICKSON THEATER // 1524 HARVARD AVE

Resistance lives in the spine /
TAISHA PAGGETT
This contact-focused class draws on a selection of
practices from the School for the Movement of the
Technicolor People and is a truncated version of the
intensive, Poetics of Resistance. Open to all.

11:30 am - 1:45 pm
(no drop-ins)

DANCE INNOVATORS IN
PERFROMANCE
12pm /
Research in Performance
Erickson Theater

2:30-5pm /
Research in Performance
Founders Theater
5:30pm /
Research in Performance
Erickson Theater
6:30pm /
Conversations
Erickson Lobby

CI FUNDAMENTALS INTENSIVE (no drop-ins)

The Poetics of Resistance / TAISHA PAGGETT

CONTINUED
MID-DAY INTENSIVES

1pm /
Conversations
Erickson Lobby

EXTENDED
INTENSIVE CLASSES

MORNING OFFSITE INTENSIVE (no drop-ins)

Investigate the subtle and extreme manifestations of
our energies, discover how to work with them, follow
our curiosity and find ways to go deeper into even the
simplest of our movements and gestures.

6-8:30pm /
Conversation
LIGHTNING TALKS + ROUNDTABLE
Founders

8pm /
Performance
HISTORY OF CONTACT IMPROVISATION
THROUGH THE BODY
Founders

8:30pm-12am /
Jam and Open Space
Founders + Kawasaki + Steward

10-11:30pm /
Jam and Open Space
Founders + Kawasaki + Steward

Creative Process Drop-In / KEYON GASKIN
More info coming soon!

Void and the Emergence of Forms /
ANDREW MARCUS

Resonant Action / CHRIS AIKEN

Honest Reactions to Imaginary Situations /
RAJA FEATHER KELLY

In this class we will explore ways of tuning ourselves,
our perceptions, our readiness to move, our emotional
state, and the concepts that define our experience.

CI FUNDAMENTALS INTENSIVE (no drop-ins)
Dancing With The Bodies That We Have /
ANYA CLOUD

5:30-6:30pm /
Underscore Talk with Katherine Cook
Founders
7:30-11pm /
Underscore
TBC

Emergent structural differentiation and spatial/
temporal relations prioritize the transitional, or the
between state—often identified by that which it is not.
Therein we lay the ground of the intersubjective field.

Physical and verbal conversations on pop-culture and
the human condition.

A wild and tender terrain / TAMIN TOTZKE
In this contact class we explore the relationship
between dynamic tone and sharing weight. In solo we
examine how tone inhabits sensations, impulses and
desires that translate into rich weight sharing duets.

7:30pm /
Participant Performance
Founders
9:30pm /
Post-Show Talk
Steward
9:30-11pm /
Jam and Open Space
Founders + Kawasaki

>> SFDI 2017 PERFORMANCES + EVENTS

CONVERSATION: LIGHTNING TALKS + ROUND-TABLE

WEDS AUG 2 / 6-8:30PM | Velocity Founders Theater
FREE + open to all

In this popular evening of presentations and community dialogue, SFDI intensive faculty share
what’s currently driving their research and practice.

DANCE INNOVATORS IN PERFORMANCE

THURS AUG 3 / 12-6:30PM | Erickson Theater + Velocity Founders Theater
$20 full day in advance / $10 per performance at the door / FREE for SFDI Participants

NEW THIS YEAR! We’re dedicating an entire day of the festival for these leading dance innovators
who gather annually at SFDI to share their work in performance. Various locations throughout the
day. See Velocity’s website for more information.

PERFORMANCE: HISTORY OF CONTACT IMPROVISATION THROUGH
THE BODY

THURS AUG 3 / 8PM | Velocity Founders Theater
$5 at the door / FREE for SFDI Participants

Journeying in time from 1972-2017, this demonstration/conversation explores the development of
a post-modern dance form. Conceived and facilitated by Karen Nelson with local and inter/national
CI practitioners.

UNDERSCORE

FRI AUG 4 / 7:30-11PM
FREE + open to all

A long-form open improvisation structure for practicing and examining dance improvisation. If
you’ve never attended an Underscore, be sure to attend the talk with Katherine Cook in Velocity
Founders Studio on Friday AUG 4 / 5:30-6:30PM.

PARTICIPANT PERFORMANCE

SAT AUG 5 / 7:30PM | Velocity Founders Theater
FREE + open to all

Performances by SFDI participants.

NIGHTLY DANCE JAMS

Velocity Founders Theater
$5 at the door / FREE for SFDI Participants

Open movement jams. All welcome.

+ MORE PERFORMANCES + EVENTS TO BE ANNOUNCED!

LEARN MORE ABOUT SFDI 2017 + REGISTER ONLINE >>
VELOCITYDANCECENTER.ORG

RESEARCH

sfdi

>> PERFORMANCES >> CI JAMS >> DISCUSSIONS

INTERNATIONAL

SEATTLE
FESTIVAL
OF DANCE
IMPROVISATION

JULY 30 - AUGUST 6 2017

— JOHN JASPERSE, FACULTY

“The leading convening of practitioners in dance
improvisation in the United States.”

INTENSIVES WITH

JOE GOODE / ANGIE HAUSER
HILARY CLARK / ANYA CLOUD
ANDREW MARCUS / TAISHA PAGGETT

+ Incredible faculty / See full line-up of classes, schedule + bios online

VELOCITY
DANCECENTER
.ORG
PHOTO DEREK FOWLES

faculty

See extended bios
+ class descriptions at
velocitydancecenter.org

ALICE GOSTI is an Italian-American choreographer, hybrid performance
artist, curator and architect of experiences, working between Seattle and
Europe since 2008.
ANNE COOPER began dancing CI in the 90s, training with Peter
Bingham/EDAM and other teachers. She has performed as a dancer in
choreographed and improvised works for many years, with a number of
Canadian dance companies, musicians and dancers (including EDAM,
DanStaBat, Mascall Dance and others.) She has studied with Nancy Stark
Smith and participated in 3 of her ‘Glimpse’ performance installations of
the Underscore, most recently at Velocity in December, 2016. Anne also
creates and performs her own work. She has taught CI since 2000 and is
an avid ‘jammer’.
CHRIS AIKEN is an internationally recognized performer and teacher
of dance improvisation performance and contact improvisation. He has
performed and collaborated with many renowned dance artists including
Andrew Harwood, Steve Paxton, Kirstie Simson, Nancy Stark Smith,
Peter Bingham, Ray Chung, Joerg Hassmann and Angie Hauser, as well
as musicians such as Mike Vargas, Peter Jones, Tigger Benford, Philip
Hamilton and Andre Gribou. Chris’ collaboration with Angie Hauser has
been presented by the American Dance Festival, the Bates Dance Festival,
and the Florida Dance Festival, among many others.
DIVERSE DIVINERS: YULIA ARAKELYAN co-artistic director of Wobbly,
movement artist, choreographer, loves Butoh and improvisation. CORRIE
BEFORT dancer, choreographer, designer, filmmaker—also teaches
Dance for Parkinson’s through Path With Art. KAREN DALY 20-year
dance artist tours internationally with DanceAbility. ERIK FERGUSON
co-artistic director of Wobbly, anti-virtuosic movement artist trained in
improvisation, DanceAbility, Butoh. KAREN NELSON mutator of CI, costarted DanceAbility and Diverse Dance, divines Tuning Scores. SYNIVA
WHITNEY instigator, Gender Tender performance project, dancer, actor,
choreographer, visual artist.

SHERI COHEN is an Assistant Trainer in the Feldenkrais Method. She has
taught movement arts for over 25 years, including dance, Feldenkrais and
yoga. As director of the Sheri Cohen Company, and in projects with others,
she created and performed dance works in the U.S. and Europe. For more
on Sheri, see http://www.SheriCohenMovement.com.
TAMIN TOTZKE is a choreographer, dance educator and improviser who
dances with the movement collective NFKAA. Tamin’s notable projects
include: teaching/performing with Cloud Gate Dance Theater, Taipei
Dance Forum, Epic Arts, BodyCartography, Kirstie Simson and Jennifer
Monson. Recently she premiered a dance work in Seattle’s Georgetown
Steam Plant with collaborator Tia Kramer through studytimeandmotion.
com. Tamin holds an MFA in dance and is pursing a Master’s degree in
somatic psychology.

intensives
ANDREW MARCUS, MFA, founded the Disappearance Project in 2010
to explore boundary space between the ordinary, the beautiful + the
sublime. His experiments with improvisation and somatic practices
date to 1980, and he is active internationally. He also developed
Technique For A Soft Body, a synthesis of his studies of release
techniques and contact improvisation; and has served on the faculty
of the Experimental Theatre Wing at NYU/Tish School Of The Arts.
TAISHA PAGGETT is a Southern California based dance artist whose
individual and collaborative interdisciplinary works rearticulate and
collide certain western choreographic practices with the politics of daily
life, to interrogate fixed notions of black and queer embodiment and
survival. Such works include the dance company project, WXPT (we are the
paper, we are the trees) and the School for the Movement of the Technicolor
People. Most recently Paggett worked with Every House Has a Door, David
Roussève/REALITY, Yael Davids, Meg Wolfe and Ashley Hunt through their
ongoing collaboration “On movement, thought and politics,” amongst
others. Paggett is an assistant professor of Dance at UC Riverside.

HARUKO CROW NISHIMURA is a director, dancer and vocalist who strives
to discover how art can create deeper connections and awakenings. She
artistic directs the performing arts group Degenerate Art Ensemble (DAE)
whose work was the subject of a major exhibition at the Frye Art Museum
in 2011 and has been featured in 10 countries presenting experimental
dance and theater projects, concerts, site-transforming spectacles and
ongoing public experimentation.

JOE GOODE is a choreographer, writer, director and influential figure in
American Dance, whose first concern as an artist is to provide a “deeply
felt, profoundly human experience” in the theater. He is widely known as an
innovator in the field of dance for his willingness to collide movement with
spoken word, song, and visual imagery. Goode was awarded a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 2007, and is known as a master teacher. Joe Goode
Performance Group tours regularly throughout the U.S. and internationally,
promoting understanding, compassion and tolerance among people.

JOHN DIXON has been exploring dance via improvisation, choreography,
teaching and performance since 1985.
He has performed with
improvisational movement artists Karen Nelson, Lisa Nelson, Steve
Paxton and Nina Martin and was a founding member of the collaborative
improvisation ensemble, ROOM with Sheri Cohen and Tonya Lockyer and
composer Stuart Dempster. He is currently on faculty at East Carolina
University where he teaches improvisation, composition and other
strategies for subverting social norms and redirecting habituation.

ANGIE HAUSER is a choreographer, performer, and teacher. Her work is
grounded in improvisation and collaboration. She is a long-time member
of the Bebe Miller Company, receiving a Bessie Award for her creative work
with the company. She has a 15-year partnership creating improvised
performances with dance artist Chris Aiken. She teaches dance technique,
contact improvisation, improvisation, and choreography throughout North
America and in Europe including as Assistant Professor at Smith College in
Northampton, MA.

KAREN NELSON: I’ve worked with improvisation and somatic structures
for performance for 40 yrs. I teach, make work, perform, and tour. I live on
Vashon. I am interested in a generative means to share my work in Seattle.
Influenced by mentor/collaborators Steve Paxton, Lisa Nelson and their
work, respectively, Material for the Spine, Contact and Tuning Scores, I
continue to reinvent the unimaginable forms that have been so freely given.

HILARY CLARK is a dancer, teacher, and choreographer performing
in experimental dance and theater based work. She received a
“Bessie” (2008) for her work with Tere O’Connor, luciana achugar, and Fiona
Marcotty. She has also worked with Luke George, Jen Rosenblit, Miguel
Gutierrez and the Powerful People, and Young Jean Lee Theater Company.
A recent Artist in Residence at collective address (NYC), she is developing
Duet/for/with/including Jen.

KATHERINE COOK is a dancer, teacher, and mathematician based in
Seattle WA. Her teaching incorporates a love of improvisation, awareness
and somatic practices, mathematics, and the natural world. She focuses
her work at the intersection of the body, the mind, and the environment,
and prefers questions to statements, curiosity to answers. Her teaching
and performance are rooted in a deep and sustained relationship with the
rigor, complexity, and creativity of improvisation. Her dancing celebrates
the physical body, spontaneity, and generosity in the present.
KEYON GASKIN is a movement artist who does not care to contextualize
their work with their credentials.
KRIS WHEELER studied with Joan Skinner and Deborah Hay in the 70s and
80s. She taught and performed contact improvisation and hosted the first
contact jams in Seattle. She was adjunct faculty at UW’s dance department
for 6 years. Kris became a psychotherapist. In 2005, she returned to
dance and collaborated with Vanessa DeWolf to investigate reflective
feedback and free associative writing in the cultivation of presence and
performance.
MIKE HODAPP has been dancing and teaching contact improvisation for
20 years. He cofounded the Seattle Contact Improv Lab, now in its 10th
year. His interest in CI is less about performance, and more about the work
of CI as a physical discipline, mindfulness practice, emergent culture,
and tool for questioning gender and power. Also, it brings him joy and
connection and makes him happier and more whole.

ANYA CLOUD is a contemporary dance artist who makes,
practices, performs, and teaches to cultivate radical aliveness.
She is inspired by her work with Sara Shelton Mann, Nancy Stark
Smith, Ishmael Houston-Jones, Karen Nelson, Eric Geiger, Karen
Schaffman, Leslie Seiters, Mary Reich, and Kristianne Salcines.
Cloud regularly teaches at festivals internationally and in the US,
is a Lecturer in Dance Studies at CSUSM, and co-directs PADL West.
RAJA FEATHER KELLY (3 DROP-IN SERIES) recipient of the 2016 Solange
MacArthur Award for New Choreography, is the first and only choreographer
to dedicate the entirety of his company’s work to Andy Warhol. Kelly
has worked throughout the United States and abroad in search of the
connections between popular culture and humanity and their integration
into experiential dance-theatre. Kelly currently choreographs, writes, and
directs his own work as Artistic Director of the feath3r theory, a culturedriven dance-theatre company.

>>>>>>>>>>>
SEE FULL LINE-UP OF CLASSES, SCHEDULE +
EXTENDED BIOS ONLINE >>
VELOCITYDANCECENTER.ORG/FESTIVALS/SFDI-2017

